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THERMAL IMAGER THERMAL IMAGER 
ORIENTATION & ORIENTATION & 

USEUSE

RIO HONDO TRUCK ACADEMYRIO HONDO TRUCK ACADEMY

What is Thermal Imaging ?What is Thermal Imaging ?

•• Thermal Imaging is :Thermal Imaging is :

–– the detection of Infrared Radiationthe detection of Infrared Radiation

–– the translation of the detected energy levels the translation of the detected energy levels 
into a viewable imageinto a viewable image

•• It is a way to look at the “Heat Signature” It is a way to look at the “Heat Signature” 

of an object or personof an object or person

Where does IR come from ?Where does IR come from ?

•• Infrared Radiation comes from anything with molecular Infrared Radiation comes from anything with molecular 
activityactivity

•• Infrared emitters are broken down into 3 categories Infrared emitters are broken down into 3 categories 
based on the amount of energy emitted based on the amount of energy emitted 

–– Passive : primarily absorb and                                               Passive : primarily absorb and                                               
dissipate IR energy from active or                                           dissipate IR energy from active or                                           

direct emitters (inanimate objects) direct emitters (inanimate objects) 

–– Active : emit IR energy in low to                                                  Active : emit IR energy in low to                                                  

medium strength and varying                                                     medium strength and varying                                                     
intervals (living organisms) intervals (living organisms) 

–– Direct : constant high strength IR                                              Direct : constant high strength IR                                              
energy emitters (energy sources)energy emitters (energy sources)
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ElectromagneticElectromagnetic SpectrumSpectrum

Visible Light SpectrumVisible Light Spectrum

Infrared Light SpectrumInfrared Light Spectrum

ElectromagneticElectromagnetic SpectrumSpectrum

InfraredInfrared
•• Further divided into three bandsFurther divided into three bands

–– Near or Short: 0.9 Near or Short: 0.9 --1.5 µm, can’t see through smoke1.5 µm, can’t see through smoke

–– Mid : 2.5 Mid : 2.5 -- 7 µm,  sunlight causes interference7 µm,  sunlight causes interference

–– Far or Long : 8 Far or Long : 8 -- 14 µm,  best for firefighting14 µm,  best for firefighting

What About the Optics ? What About the Optics ? 

•• Lens is made of Germanium, because IR would not pass Lens is made of Germanium, because IR would not pass 

through a glass lensthrough a glass lens

•• Units have a fixed focus with a focal range of 3 feet Units have a fixed focus with a focal range of 3 feet -- infinity. infinity. 

This means any object located in that range will be in focus to a This means any object located in that range will be in focus to a 
certain degreecertain degree

•• How far an object can be seen from the unit depends on the How far an object can be seen from the unit depends on the 

object being viewed and the surrounding back ground. Objects object being viewed and the surrounding back ground. Objects 

that have a high temperature variation, in relation to the that have a high temperature variation, in relation to the 
surrounding background, can be seen at greater distances.surrounding background, can be seen at greater distances.

* A person would be visible from a greater distance at nighttime than during 

daytime. At nighttime their heat / IR signature would be greater than the cool 

background. At daytime the heated background would have a greater 

chance of masking or overriding their signature.
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3 Generations of Technology3 Generations of Technology

•• Technology has progressed through 3 Technology has progressed through 3 

primary generations of developmentprimary generations of development

–– 1st 1st -- “PEV” Pyroelectric Vidicon Tube“PEV” Pyroelectric Vidicon Tube

•• Fielded by EEV / Argus in Early 1980sFielded by EEV / Argus in Early 1980s

–– 2nd 2nd -- “BST” Solid State Ferroelectric“BST” Solid State Ferroelectric

•• Fielded by TI / Raytheon in the mid 1990sFielded by TI / Raytheon in the mid 1990s

–– 3rd 3rd -- “MB” Solid State Microbolometers“MB” Solid State Microbolometers

•• Fielded by ICC & Lockheed Martin in the late 1990sFielded by ICC & Lockheed Martin in the late 1990s

Image DisplayImage Display

•• Hottest Objects : White or Light ShadesHottest Objects : White or Light Shades

•• Coolest Objects : Black or Darker ShadesCoolest Objects : Black or Darker Shades

•• Display is relative to the area viewedDisplay is relative to the area viewed

IR PrinciplesIR Principles

•• Infrared Radiation can be :Infrared Radiation can be :

–– EmittedEmitted

–– AbsorbedAbsorbed

–– Emitted AgainEmitted Again

–– ReflectedReflected

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE
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IR PrinciplesIR Principles

•• ReflectionsReflections

–– Infrared Radiation can be reflected by a Infrared Radiation can be reflected by a 
number of surfacesnumber of surfaces

–– These can include : Glass, Water, Mirrors, These can include : Glass, Water, Mirrors, 
and Shiny Surfacesand Shiny Surfaces

Reflection

IR PrinciplesIR Principles

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

IR PrinciplesIR Principles
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IR PrinciplesIR Principles

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

IR PrinciplesIR Principles

IR PrinciplesIR Principles
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IR PrinciplesIR Principles

IR PrinciplesIR Principles

•• GlassGlass
–– IR will not penetrate glass, however IR will not penetrate glass, however 

heated glass will show up lighter in colorheated glass will show up lighter in color

•• WaterWater

–– IR will not penetrate water, some IR will not penetrate water, some 
penetration may occur in a fog or mist  penetration may occur in a fog or mist  

•• SteamSteam

–– IR may or may not penetrate            IR may or may not penetrate            
steam depending on it’s densitysteam depending on it’s density

IR PrinciplesIR Principles
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IR PrinciplesIR Principles

IR PrinciplesIR Principles

IR PrinciplesIR Principles
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IR PrinciplesIR Principles

Energy / Heat PrinciplesEnergy / Heat Principles

•• ConductionConduction

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

Energy / Heat PrinciplesEnergy / Heat Principles

•• ConductionConduction

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE
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Energy / Heat PrinciplesEnergy / Heat Principles

•• ConvectionConvection

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

Energy / Heat PrinciplesEnergy / Heat Principles

•• ConvectionConvection

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

•• Thermal ContrastThermal Contrast

–– how well objects stand out from one another, how well objects stand out from one another, 

related to detector sensitivity and the variance of related to detector sensitivity and the variance of 

temperature in objects being viewedtemperature in objects being viewed

High ContrastHigh Contrast
Background and Background and 

victim are distinctvictim are distinct
shadesshades

Low Contrast
Background is 

faded together, 
victim is all the 

same shade

Image InterpretationImage Interpretation
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Image InterpretationImage Interpretation

•• Thermal SaturationThermal Saturation
–– Not the same as “White Out”Not the same as “White Out”

–– Occurs when objects absorb as much energy as possible and Occurs when objects absorb as much energy as possible and 

radiate the energy back creating an even temperature and an radiate the energy back creating an even temperature and an 

almost completely white imagealmost completely white image

–– An “All White” image can occur during or after a fire   An “All White” image can occur during or after a fire   

Image InterpretationImage Interpretation

•• Judging Temperature Judging Temperature –– MX UnitsMX Units
–– “RHI” Temperature  Measurement Feature“RHI” Temperature  Measurement Feature

–– Shifting into “EI Mode”Shifting into “EI Mode”

–– “Red Hot” Feature“Red Hot” Feature

* Comparisons should be made between similar objects when possible

Image InterpretationImage Interpretation

•• Red Hot FeatureRed Hot Feature

* Comparisons should be made between similar objects when possible
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Image InterpretationImage Interpretation

Image InterpretationImage Interpretation

Image InterpretationImage Interpretation
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Image InterpretationImage Interpretation

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

Scene AssessmentScene Assessment

•• Scene Assessment Scene Assessment -- ObjectivesObjectives

1. Regain vision in total darkness, fog, smoke1. Regain vision in total darkness, fog, smoke

2. Gain information unavailable to the naked eye 2. Gain information unavailable to the naked eye 

Hazard IdentificationHazard Identification

•• Hazard Identification Hazard Identification -- ObjectivesObjectives

1. Identify heat, fire, and ignition Sources1. Identify heat, fire, and ignition Sources

2. Evaluate presence of hazardous materials2. Evaluate presence of hazardous materials

3. Determine extent of mechanical or electrical hazards3. Determine extent of mechanical or electrical hazards
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Victim IdentificationVictim Identification

•• Victim Identification Victim Identification -- ObjectivesObjectives

1. Regain vision in total darkness, fog, smoke1. Regain vision in total darkness, fog, smoke

2. Gain information unavailable to the naked eye2. Gain information unavailable to the naked eye

Patient AssessmentPatient Assessment

•• Patient Assessment Patient Assessment -- ObjectivesObjectives

1. Locate amputated body parts1. Locate amputated body parts

2. Identify areas of heat, indicating injury2. Identify areas of heat, indicating injury

3. Evaluate hypothermia or frostbite3. Evaluate hypothermia or frostbite

Size UpSize Up

•• Size UpSize Up

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE
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Size UpSize Up

•• Size UpSize Up

MX MICROBOLOMETER FOOTAGEMX MICROBOLOMETER FOOTAGE

Size UpSize Up

•• Size UpSize Up

MX MICROBOLOMETER FOOTAGEMX MICROBOLOMETER FOOTAGE

SizeSize--upup
•• Company Officers can now do a sizeCompany Officers can now do a size--up up 

from a safe distance before committing from a safe distance before committing 
resourcesresources
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Search & RescueSearch & Rescue
•• Child hiding under bed or under covers Child hiding under bed or under covers 

or in closetor in closet

Search & RescueSearch & Rescue

Fire AttackFire Attack

•• Fire AttackFire Attack

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE
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Fire AttackFire Attack

•• Fire AttackFire Attack

MX MICROBOLOMETER FOOTAGEMX MICROBOLOMETER FOOTAGE

Fire AttackFire Attack
•• Hose stream applicationHose stream application

Fire AttackFire Attack
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Fire AttackFire Attack

•• Fire Attack Fire Attack -- Objective #1Objective #1

–– Identify convected heat which can indicate :Identify convected heat which can indicate :

•• Potential for Rollover or Flashover exists Potential for Rollover or Flashover exists 

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

Fire AttackFire Attack

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

FLASHOVER WITH COLOR
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FLASHOVER WITH COLOR

Fire AttackFire Attack

•• Fire Attack Fire Attack -- Objective #2Objective #2
–– Identify fire conditions hidden by building constructionIdentify fire conditions hidden by building construction

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

•• Ventilation & Roof OperationsVentilation & Roof Operations
–– Monitor impact of ventilation effortsMonitor impact of ventilation efforts

VentilationVentilation

MX FOOTAGEMX FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE
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VentilationVentilation

MX FOOTAGEMX FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

OverhaulOverhaul

•• OverhaulOverhaul

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

OverhaulOverhaul
•• Dangers of ceiling collapseDangers of ceiling collapse
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Thermal Imaging Thermal Imaging 
ApplicationsApplications

Haz MatHaz Mat

•• Haz Mat Haz Mat -- Objective #1Objective #1

–– Identify product levels Identify product levels 

•• Product levels can only be Product levels can only be 

determined with solids and determined with solids and 

liquids, NOT GASESliquids, NOT GASES

•• Product level will only be Product level will only be 

visible when the material inside visible when the material inside 

the container has affected the the container has affected the 

external surface temperature of external surface temperature of 

the container.the container.

Haz MatHaz Mat

•• Haz MatHaz Mat

–– Identify product levelsIdentify product levels

The video illustrates :The video illustrates :

•• product level is clear on the                                                 product level is clear on the                                                 
container to the left container to the left 

•• no product level is visible on                                                                       no product level is visible on                                                                       
the container to the right which                                              the container to the right which                                              

could indicate it is empty or too                                           could indicate it is empty or too                                           

insulated to show a product levelinsulated to show a product level

•• If the containers are compared the one on the right would be If the containers are compared the one on the right would be 

empty, but only identical containers should be comparedempty, but only identical containers should be compared

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE
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Haz MatHaz Mat

Haz MatHaz Mat

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

Haz MatHaz Mat

•• Haz MatHaz Mat

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE
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WildlandWildland

•• Wildland FirefightingWildland Firefighting

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

Firefighter SafetyFirefighter Safety

•• Firefighter Safety : Key IssuesFirefighter Safety : Key Issues

Remember !Remember !
You have to look at it,You have to look at it,

You have to interpret itYou have to interpret it

The imager can not doThe imager can not do
it for you!it for you!

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

Additional ApplicationsAdditional Applications

“Smells & Bells” Calls“Smells & Bells” Calls

Remember :Remember :

•• Use additional features                                                                         Use additional features                                                                         

to judge heat conditions.to judge heat conditions.

–– TIx: Thermal ThrottleTIx: Thermal Throttle

–– MX: RHI & “EI Mode”MX: RHI & “EI Mode”

–– T3: “EI Mode”T3: “EI Mode”

•• When possible compare like objects to see if one is When possible compare like objects to see if one is 

significantly hotter than the othersignificantly hotter than the other

MX MICROBOLOMETER FOOTAGEMX MICROBOLOMETER FOOTAGE
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Additional ApplicationsAdditional Applications

Fire & Explosion InvestigationFire & Explosion Investigation

Remember :Remember :

•• use the wireless transmitter                                   use the wireless transmitter                                   

feature to video tape all                                      feature to video tape all                                      
actions and conditionsactions and conditions

•• the tape can then be reviewed                                      the tape can then be reviewed                                      
by  investigators to determine                        by  investigators to determine                        

conditions on arrival, fire behavior,                            conditions on arrival, fire behavior,                            

and actions taken.and actions taken.

•• In the cases of an improvised explosive      In the cases of an improvised explosive      

device the fragmentation pattern and pieces of device the fragmentation pattern and pieces of 
evidence may be clearly identifiedevidence may be clearly identified

BST FOOTAGEBST FOOTAGE

PIPE BOMB EXPLOSIONPIPE BOMB EXPLOSION


